
WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
A single-source platform of integrated HR, 
scheduling, time and labor management, 
payroll and billing modules leveraging a 
highly efficient data flow to Deltek’s 
Costpoint ERP solution.

INTEGRATED
A PARTNERSHIP THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

AUTOMATED
DATA FLOW

DELTEK COSTPOINT ERP SOLUTION

ALL YOUR DATA, ALL IN ONE PLACE.

BIOMETRIC CLOCKS

TLM CERTIFIED PAYROLL
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Highly Experienced Staff in contract 
security support and implementation.

Unique TLM Solution, addressing complex 
requirements in managing large, hourly, 
remote multi-client workforces, ensuring 
contract compliance on a 24/7 basis. 

Certified Payroll, fully integrated with its 
TLM scheduling / time management 
application, boasting industry expertise and 
personalized service.

Versatile Biometric Clocks, fully integrated 
with our TLM scheduling and time 
management application and ability to work 
off-line, in rugged settings.

WHAT WE DO
Valiant Solutions is a Deltek Product Marketplace 
Partner and leading developer of workforce 
management software built for government 
contractors with remote hourly uniformed 
employees.

BENEFITS
Proven best-of-breed software applications 
provideding sustainable success for 
government contracting for over 15 years.
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Biometric Clocks - Valiant’s versatile biometric clocks have the ability to work off-line in 

rugged settings, and are fully integrated with our TLM scheduling/time management 

software. Get a true, real-time payroll to billing reconciliation with features like biometric 

fingerprint validation (for accurate clock in/out punches) and Ethernet/cellular 

connectivity to promote staffing compliance and integrity. 

Certified Payroll - Valiant’s comprehensive certified payroll is fully integrated with its 

TLM scheduling/time management application and boasts industry expertise and 

personalized service. Get scheduling with an accrual system for very complex CBA’s, full 

benefit maintenance including union reporting, health & welfare, Work Opportunity Tax 

Credits (WOTC)/Veterans Credits, PTO accruals, commuter benefits, workers comp, 139 

report, 401K and unemployment claims management.   

Time & Labor Management -  Manage your hourly workforce within Service Contract Act 

(SCA) guidelines with speed and accuracy. Get paid faster through unrivaled compliance 

standards and take control of hours within your contractual obligation, pay & bill in real-

time, track licenses, permits, training and availability. The resulting impact on your 

workforce? A reduction in costly audits, a boost in pay timing and the ability to pay your 

most valuable asset (your workforce) accurately and on time. 

Let’s Huddle.
Learn more about how we help you win the GovCon Workforce Management game.

Government Contract Workforce Management Forecast: 
100% Chance of Winning with Valiant.
For over 23 years, Valiant has maintained proven best-of-breed software 
solutions, support teams and implementation teams with expertise in 
contract security. Our single-source software provides biometric time 
management, scheduling, certified payroll, billing, and compliance tracking, 
seamlessly integrating with Deltek’s Costpoint ERP solution.  




